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Abstract: 
In this paper we make a presentation of these exciting geometries and present a model for 
a particular one. 

Introduction: 
An axiom is said Smarandachely denied if the axiom behaves in at least two different 
ways within the same space (i.e., validated and invalided, or only invalidated but in 
mUltiple distinct ways). 

A Smarandache Geometry is a geometry which has at least one Smarandachely denied 
axiom (1969). 

Notations: 
Let's note any point, line, plane, space, triangle, etc. in a smarandacheian geometry by s
point, s-line, 
s-plane, s-space, s-triangle respectively in order to distinguish them from other 
geometries. 

Applications: 
Why these hybrid geometries? Because in reality there does not exist isolated 
homogeneous spaces, but a mixture of them, interconnected, and each having a different 
structure. 

In the Euclidean geometry, also called parabolic geometry, the fifth Euclidean postulate 
that there is only one parallel to a given line passing through an exterior point, is kept or 
validated. 
In the Lobachevsky-Bolyai-Gauss geometry, called hyperbolic geometry, this fifth 
Euclidean postulate is invalidated in the following way: there are infinitely many lines 
parallels to a given line passing through an exterior point. 
While in the Riemannian geometry, called elliptic geometry, the fifth Euclidean postulate 
is also invalidated as follows: there is no parallel to a given line passing through an 
exterior point. 

Thus, as a particular case, Euclidean, Lobachevsky-Bolyai-Gauss, and Riemannian 
geometries may be united altogether, in the same space, by some Smarandache 
geometries. These last geometries can be partially Euclidean and partially Non
Euclidean. Howard lseri [3] constructed a model for this particular Smarandache 
geometry, where the Euclidean fifth postulate is replaced by different statements within 
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the same space, i.e. one parallel, no parallel, infinitely many parallels but all lines passing 
through the given point, all lines passing through the given point are parallel. 

Let's consider Hilbert's 21 axioms of Euclidean geometry. Ifwe Smarandachely deny 
one, two, three, and so on, up to 21 axioms respectively, then one gets: 

21CI + 21C2 + 21C3 + ... + 21 C21 = 221_1 = 2,097,151 
Smarandache geometries, however the number is much higher because one axiom can be 
Smarandachely denied in multiple ways. 
Similarly, if one Smarandachely denies the axioms of Projective Geometry, etc. 

It seems that Smarandache Geometries are connected with the Theory of Relativity 
(because they include the Riemannian geometry in a subspace) and with the Parallel 
Universes (because they combine separate spaces into one space only) too. 

A Smarandache manifold is an n-D manifold that supports a smarandacheian geometry. 

Examples: 
As a particular case one mentions Howard's Models [3] where a Smarandache manifold 
is a 2-D manifold formed by equilateral triangles such that around a vertex there are 5 
(for elliptic), 6 (for Euclidean), and 7 (for hyperbolic) triangles, two by two having in 
common a side. Or, more general, an n-D manifold constructed from n-D submanifolds 
(which have in common two by two at most one m-D frontier, where m<n) that supports 
a Smarandache geometry. 

A Mode for a particular Smarandache Geometry: 
Let's consider an Euclidean plane (0') and three non-collinear given points A, B, and C 
in it. We define as s-points all usual Euclidean points and s-lines any Euclidean line that 
passes through one and only one of the points A, B, or C. Thus the geometry formed is 
smarandacheian because two axioms are Smarandachely denied: 

a) The axiom that through a point exterior to a given line there is only one parallel 
passing through it is now replaced by two statements: one parallel, and no parallel. 
Examples: 
Let's take the Euclidean line AB (which is not an s-line according to the definition 
because passes through two among the three given points A, B, C), and an s-line noted 
(c) that passes through s-point C and is parallel in the Euclidean sense to AB: 
- through any s-point not lying on AB there is one s-parallel to (c). 
- through any other s-point lying on the Euclidean line AB, there is no s-parallel to (c). 

b) And the axiom that through any two distinct points there exist one line 
passing through them is now replaced by: one s-line, and no s-line. 
Examples: 
Using the same notations: 
- through any two distinct s-points not lying on Euclidean lines AB, BC, CA, there is one 
s-line passing through them; 
- through any two distinct s-points lying on AB there is no s-line passing through them. 

Miscellanea: 
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First International Conference on Smarandache Geometries will be held, between May 3-
5,2003, at the Griffith University, Queensland, Australia, organized by Dr. Jack Allen. 
Conference's page is at: htinJ~aUDL~l!C:I_\:~i:biD/;!JI!Cft: 
l';IIL'IIJ~1I /rlli I ,I it:!d i.~pl:i-,,!(:cnjr(r'':'-l,ct,:jl U(lji:lllzj:i. 
And it is announced at )llln!/\/\Y\\Li;il::;(iJ:/!lialLic;diil}r\!!2iJO~ ___ !l]~!>,3-:5_~~,,,ldc()a~,UilulJ as 
well. 

There is a club too on "Smarandache Geometries" at 
II! t 1):/ lei! lI!s),,,! I(H) ('\.n lid! Ih~/;ollFlI<![ld(l(;li~':::\;:(Jl!l~L[i~;:i and everybody is welcome. 

For more information see: 1~twj!\.v\'w,gal111p.ull(ILedli/::::'llliIL111i.l~icJJC:~:;:~IilH;L~iG:"b~m 
or 1111 p /:, ~:i :;e~H 'i t j~s corn/mil, '-~ii!)tll()ly/ ::;t"lIi llj !-i<:5jl( 111. 
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